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 downloaded to desktop for kubuntu 12.04 64 bit. when I boot the install disc it gives me a error message saying the
thingamabob is trying to load that gpu but it cannot find the gpu. and it just keeps going and going and going... AlexQ: ok, well

thanks for the help. i think you may be best off checking support channels such as ##hardware or ##linux oh i dont want to mess
with it i just wanna know if its a compatibility issue daftykins: Actually, I've found a solution with the power button daftykins:
Just replace lvpm_header with lvpm_header2 and it works daftykins: The two partitions that were created were not correctly

handled by the installer daftykins: It didn't have any space on them, and so it tried to create ext4/lvm on them just wanna know
if the bios does anything special for the button or if i need a special driver for it AlexQ: heh, ok that is good to know, why not

just copy your install over then instead of trying to add more? daftykins: So, as I said before, it seems that it's not so easy to get
ubuntu to install without breaking the system itself mkultra_: why don't you state what your hardware is, and which ubuntu

version? then we can be more specific in our help. well im running 12.04 32bit on x86 intel chipset core2duo processor x64 so i
was just wondering if the bios might recognize it and just say plug power or usb as power daftykins: The installer created the

two wrong partitions, and I think the first partition was not accessible AlexQ: oh you didn't answer my question then, no
problem :) but i hope you keep it to yourself, sounds like that would be the advice of a smart person :) my bios has options for

power buttons and usb power but i dont know if that would 520fdb1ae7
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